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Puraliberry Juice

Puraliberry juice is a clear reddish-orange liquid, enjoyed in the New Dusk Conclave, and later in the
Kosuke Sector.

Manufacturer: Black Wing Enterprises
Price: 5 DS

History

After a stint as a ‘damsel in distress', and being rescued by Zeke Rykiel, Ayla Knight had spent her time
on extended rest. Nearly a lot of this time was spent with Zeke, who had taught her a thing or two about
cooking, but also about brewing drinks-something Zeke was very skilled in. Ayla was a good student and
she listened to him carefully. She’d practiced making other drinks, merely copies of them, until finally,
she did something new- she made the juice out of the Puraliberry, a fruit that she found enjoyment in
consuming.

Of course, It helped that to juice it, she could relieve her stress by mashing on the fruit to get at the juice,
but she later used technology to get a higher percentage of the juice out. She gave it to Zeke to taste
and, eventually, discovered a way to remove pulp for those who don’t like that thing.

When she was satisfied with the recipe, she sold the drink to Black Wing Enterprises.
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Puraliberry juice undergoes an intricate
process to achieve its pristine clarity and
impeccable taste. Starting as a rich blend of
reddish-orange fruits, each drop of this liquid
undergoes meticulous treatment to ensure a
flawless drinking experience. Through a
series of rigorous sifting and filtering steps,
every trace of pulp is painstakingly removed,
reaching down to the molecular level. This
ensures that not even the tiniest particle
mars the smoothness of the final product,
leaving behind a crystal-clear elixir that
captivates the eye.

But clarity is not the only hallmark of Puraliberry juice; it's also renowned for its unparalleled purity of
flavor. Thanks to expertly controlled manufacturing processes, the juice emerges from its journey
through the production line devoid of any cloudiness or opacity. This clarity allows the vibrant hues of the
berries to shine through, promising a sensory delight with every sip.

One of the most remarkable features of Puraliberry juice is its unique sour-free profile. This achievement
is the result of a delicate balance struck during production. Rather than relying on sourness to define its
character, Puraliberry juice embraces a sophisticated approach to flavor enhancement. Through careful
formulation and precise ingredient selection, the natural tartness of the berries is subtly tempered,
allowing other flavor notes to flourish.

To further elevate the taste experience, Puraliberry juice offers versatility in its sweetness level. Whether
it's the indulgent sweetness of sugar or the guilt-free option of sugar-free additives, every variant is
meticulously crafted to enhance the natural flavors of the berries without overpowering them. This
thoughtful attention to detail ensures that each sip of Puraliberry juice is a harmonious blend of purity,
clarity, and delectable flavor, inviting enthusiasts to savor the essence of the berries in its purest form.

Packaging

Puraliberry juice can be contained in:

Contained in a sealed can of aluminum, with a tab that pushes in a part of the top lid to create a
opening in the can to drink out of.
The can is transparent to show off reddish orange of the liquid within, which backdrops the logo on
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the front of the can.
In addition, it is labeled with the appropriate information, as well as usual alcohol consumption
warnings if it added.
Glass
A unique filament.

Flavors

Possible flavors available for the food item/ration

Gives off a sweet taste reminiscent of grapes with a hint of apple.

Extras

Innovating beyond conventional packaging, Puraliberry juice introduces a revolutionary way to enjoy its
delightful essence: the soft squeezable filament. Departing from the rigidity of glass or the transparency
of Durandium, this groundbreaking packaging material not only contains the juice but also enhances the
drinking experience in remarkable ways.

Crafted from a unique blend of food-grade materials, the squeezable filament offers a tactile sensation
that engages the senses from the moment it's held. Its flexible nature allows for effortless squeezing,
transforming the act of dispensing juice into a tactile pleasure. With a gentle press, the filament yields to
the pressure, releasing the vibrant liquid within.

But the innovation doesn't stop at the material itself; it extends to the ingenious design of the packaging.
The soft squeezable filament is ingeniously engineered to shape the Puraliberry juice into a perfectly
spherical form. This compact orb fits snugly in the palm of the hand, offering a convenient and ergonomic
grip that ensures stability and control with every sip.

Moreover, this spherical design serves a dual purpose: not only does it make the juice easy to hold, but it
also serves as a natural insulator. By encapsulating the liquid within a small, enclosed space, the filament
effectively blocks cold temperatures from permeating the container. Instead, it maintains the warmth of
the juice, ensuring that every drop is enjoyed at the ideal temperature.

This innovative packaging solution embodies the spirit of Puraliberry juice—combining functionality with
ingenuity to elevate the drinking experience to new heights. Whether enjoyed on-the-go or savored
leisurely at home, the soft squeezable filament encapsulates the essence of Puraliberry juice in a form
that is as practical as it is delightful.
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Products & Items Database
Product Categories drinks
Product Name Puraliberry Juice
Manufacturer Black Wing Enterprises
Price (KS) 5.00 KS
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